Deeper into dopamine

In the second of his Unfashionable Observa ons Nietzsche sketches the extremes of what we
would now call a popula on’s norm of reac on. He says,
“There are people who possess so li le of this power [plas sche Kra , shaping
power] that they bleed to death from a single experience, a single pain,
par cularly even from a single mild injus ce, as from a ny li le cut. On the
other hand, there are those who are so li le aﬀected by life’s most savage and
devasta ng disasters, and even by their own malicious ac ons, that, while these
are s ll taking place, or at least shortly therea er, they manage to arrive at a
tolerable level of well-being and a kind of clear conscience.”1
Perhaps Nietzsche had witnessed or otherwise learned of these extremes during his service in
the Franco-Prussian War.2 However metaphorically Nietzsche meant it his remark an cipates
the ﬁnding of survival psychology that some people die when they need not. A er a plane
crash the pilot hikes eleven days over snow-covered mountains and ﬁnds help. Back at the crash
site the passenger with only superﬁcial bruising dies when “Material was there for shelter, ﬁre
could be made, water was available and he would not have starved in 11 days.”3 A medical
oﬃcer in the Second World War “describes a slightly wounded soldier who was brought to the
hospital: ‘He died – although his wound was of no importance and there seemed no other
medical cause for his death’; ‘. . . some of the deaths did not seem warranted by the physical
condi on of the men.’”4 A woman who had survived a Japanese prison camp said “I feel very
strongly that quite a number of people who died shouldn’t have done so but they just gave up.”5
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John Leach hypothesizes that the underlying cause of this lethal extreme – psychogenic death –
is a dysregula on in the dopaminergic system.6 The neurological substrate of Nietzsche’s
plas sche Kra may lurk in part within these circuits; func oning well when they do, and failing
when they dysregulate.7
Strung out between the two stakes set by Nietzsche lies the range of human behavior in coping
with frustra on, humilia on, failure, loss, and disaster; accompanied by all that rage, shame,
guilt, grief, and sorrow. Yet this range is no ceably skewed toward the pole of robust vitality;
and that, one is inclined to believe, for a sound Darwinian reason: Creatures inveterately
despairing of their existence have a tendency to die before reproducing their kind.8 Indeed it is
shocking, Adam Phillips ﬁnds, “what people will put up with; it is astounding how few people kill
themselves.”9 But people do kill themselves,10 whereas the rate of suicide, if any, among other
animals is undetectable. That contrast is a salient aspect of ‘the human diﬀerence.’
Heidegger took the human diﬀerence to consist in the ‘as-structure.’ “When we ask this
ques on concerning the rela on between man and animal, we cannot therefore be concerned
with deciding whether or not man is descended from the ape. For we cannot begin to pose this
ques on, let alone answer it, un l we clearly appreciate what the dis nc on between them is
and how that dis nc on should be drawn.”11 In considering that dis nc on he poses the case
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of a lizard on a rock. The lizard “has its own rela on to the rock, to the sun, and to a host of
other things. One is tempted to suggest that what we iden fy [antreﬀen, encounter] as the
rock and the sun are just lizard-things for the lizard, so to speak.” But “When we say that the
lizard is lying on the rock, we ought to cross out the word ‘rock’ in order to indicate that
whatever the lizard is lying on is certainly given in some way for the lizard [irgendwie gegeben],
and yet is not known [bekannt] to the lizard as a rock. If we cross out the word we do not
simply mean to imply that something else is in ques on here or is taken as something else
[etwas anderes und als etwas anderes genommen]. Rather we imply that whatever it is is not
accessible to it as a being [nicht als Seiendes zugänglich].”12 The upshot of the discussion is
that “The manifestness [Oﬀenbarkeit] of beings as such, of beings as beings, belongs to world
[i.e. the meaning-world of sense-making]. This implies that bound up with world is this
enigma c ‘as’, beings as such, or formulated in a formal way: ‘something as something’, a
possibility which is quite fundamentally closed to the animal.”13
The as-structure, something as something, is the core of Verstehen, understanding—the
phenomenon of the ‘as’ is “a cons tu ve state for understanding, existen al and a priori;”14 viz.:
“the structure that belongs to understanding as such [die zum Verstehen als
solchem gehört].” “The ‘as’ is the basic structure whereby we understand and
have access to anything [die Grundstruktur von Verständnis und Zugänglichkeit].”
“The structure of the ‘as’ is the fundamental hermeneu cal structure of the
being of that being which we call existence (human life).” “Acts of directly taking
something, having something, dealing with it ‘as something,’ are so original [so
ursprünglich] that trying to understand anything without employing the ‘as’
requires (if it’s possible at all) a peculiar inversion of the natural order. . . . [Such
an a empt] occurs only within an as-structured experience and by prescinding
from the ‘as’ – which is the same as admi ng that as-structured experience [das
als-ha e Erfahren] is primary [Primäre], since it is what one must ﬁrst of all
prescind from.”15
Yet understanding – grasping something as something – is not an independent opera on.
Verstehen ist immer ges mmtes. Understanding always has an aﬀect, is always ‘a uned,’ always
feels some way or other, “Understanding always has its mood.”16 And the inverse: Beﬁndlichkeit
hat je ihr Verständnis. “A state-of-mind always has its understanding.”17 Heidegger valued what
he called ‘basic moods,’ Grunds mmungen, for their power to cast the world ‘as a whole’ under
12
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one aﬀect, one profound disclosure of how-it-is. So he esteems Angst, rare and ﬂee ng though
it is, for the feeling of dissocia on (not his term): in authen c Angst everydayness drops away
and all formerly familiar things become uncanny; “Everyday familiarity collapses [bricht in sich
zusammen].”18 Having come out of this mood one knows what world is. Having glimpsed the
unworlded world in which nothing is connected to anything else one now knows ‘world’ as the
Bewandtnisganzheit, the en rety of meaningful rela ons of what-for. Angst is none other than
deliverance into uncanniness, die Beﬁndlichkeit in der Unheimlichkeit;19 that is, aliena on from
being-in-the-world; feeling the indiﬀerence of the Real, its nonresponsiveness to human
concerns.
Indeed his former student Hans Jonas claimed that Heidegger – but the same could be said of
Ortega y Gasset, Sartre, Camus, and others – had made
“modern nihilism inﬁnitely more radical and more desperate than gnos c
nihilism ever could be for all its panic terror of the world and its deﬁant
contempt of its laws. That nature does not care, one way or the other, is the true
abyss. That only man cares, in his ﬁnitude facing nothing but death, alone with
his con ngency and the objec ve meaninglessness of his projec ng meanings, is
a truly unprecedented situa on.”20
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Lecturing at Marburg in 1925 Heidegger remarks of Gelehrten “the despair [Verzweiﬂung] that
stalks them.”21 It’s possible to hear that comment as inadvertently autobiographical, as
Heidegger projec ng his own haunt onto others. If Heidegger was even then working ‘among
the ruins’22 it would only get worse, sporadic ruina on over the next two decades un l reaching
a crisis at the end of 1945. Two years a er the crisis Heidegger told Heinrich Petzet
“When in December 1945 I was brought totally unprepared before the
‘se lement commi ee’ and was confronted with the twenty-three ques ons of
the inquisitorial hearing, and when I subsequently collapsed [darauf
zusammenbrach], the dean of the medical school, Beringer (who saw through
the whole farce and the inten ons of the accusers) came to me and simply drove
me away to Gebsa el [the psychiatrist] in Badenweiler.”23
The chronology is murky. Heidegger makes it sound as if he le the room and dropped at once
(darauf), which is how Safranski takes it: “To Petzet he said that he had broken down at the
‘inquisi onal hearing’ in December 1945—though more probably this [breakdown] was in
February 1946.”24 The terms ‘breakdown,’ ‘collapse,’ etc. mislead insofar as they suggest a
sudden felling like a stroke or a heart a ack. More likely Heidegger’s condi on deteriorated
over me un l those around him could no longer ignore its disabling severity and called on
Beringer to intervene. Archbishop Gröber wrote to papal staﬀ that at his mee ng with the
philosopher in December 1945, “I told him the truth [sc. ‘you're kapu ’] and he listened with
tears in his eyes.” The breakdown seems to have been at that point underway, for Heidegger
acknowledged to Gröber’s sister just before his mee ng with the Archbishop: “It’s all over with
me now.”25 Anyhow for present purposes
“we need only the idea of a man’s ground projects providing the mo ve force
which propels him into the future, and gives him a reason for living. For a project
to play this ground role, it does not have to be true that if it were frustrated or in
any of various ways he lost it, he would have to commit suicide, nor does he have
21
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to think that. Other things, or the mere hope of other things, may keep him
going. But he may feel in those circumstances that he might as well have died.”26
The realiza on that his teaching life had ended in humilia on and disgrace was evidently shock
enough to overwhelm Heidegger’s ability to cope: that blow, a er a year of chronic stress, broke
him.27 So, to resume Heidegger’s account of the ma er, he went to pieces and Beringer
conveyed him to Dr. Gebsa el:
“And what did he do? He hiked for the ﬁrst me with me through the
snow-covered winter forest upon the Blauen [one of the highest mountains in
the Schwarzwald]. Other than that, he did nothing [Sonst tat er nicht]. But as a
human being he helped me . . .”28
Mitchell recounts Gebsa el’s background and approach to treatment in order to show the
measure to which doctor and pa ent were simpa co: “There is much in Gebsa el’s work that
resonates with Heidegger’s interests, and Beringer could not have chosen a be er doctor for
Heidegger’s treatment.”29 Mitchell shows that Gebsa el did not do nothing; rather he talked
with his pa ent about that pa ent’s ground project.30 The year following the treatment
Heidegger writes to Medard Boss, “Perhaps you know von Gebsa el, with whom I recently
discussed many ques ons concerning the philosophical founda ons of psychotherapy and
anthropology.”31 Early in the treatment Heidegger writes to his wife from Badenweiler that
“what is proper to my thinking [das Eigentliche meines Denkens] [Gebsa el] sees quite
pointedly;” and “Since yesterday I again have the dis nct feeling that I am again entering into
thinking and will go to work with new power and new experiences.”32
‘And what did they do?’ They hiked and talked. And Heidegger begins to pep up rather quickly.
Remarkably this treatment regimen is the same that Harvey Strassman concluded had saved
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prisoners of war from ‘apathy death’: “ge ng him on his feet doing something, no ma er how
trivial, and ge ng him interested in some current or future problem.”33
How does it work? In a word: dopamine, “which all animals since the urbilaterian have relied
on to feel okay.”34 Dopamine plays a “principal role,” Leach writes, “in mo va on and
modula ng the ac vity of the anterior cingulate frontal-subcor cal circuit during willed
ac ons.” The dopaminergic system thereby “serves to determine reac ons to changes,
expected or unexpected, in environmental condi ons, and is essen al for coping with the
external world.” The extreme reac on of give-up-i s
“occurs in a trauma c situa on from which there is, or is perceived to be, no
escape and over which a person has li le or no inﬂuence. Essen ally the GUI
vic m sees him or herself as being defeated. . . . This cogni ve appraisal of defeat
in GUI vic ms is important as stress has diﬀeren al eﬀects on [dopamine] levels
in the [prefrontal cortex] and the [nucleus accumbens] which depend on
whether the stressful condi on is perceived to be escapable or inescapable.”35
The as-structure shows through in Leach’s emphasis on ‘perceived to be,’ ‘sees as,’ and
‘cogni ve appraisal.’ When Heidegger took himself as defeated in December of ‘45 – “It’s all
over with me now” – he began to ‘decompensate,’ as the jargon goes. Verstehen ist immer
ges mmtes, and the S mmung now was depressive.36 But why the downhill slide to the point of
medical interven on? Why did Heidegger not ‘get over it’ as he had done before?37 Leach notes
that if the stress becomes chronic, “or is perceived to be uncontrollable or inescapable, then
increased dopamine release ac vated in the medial PFC [i.e., arousal response to a threatening
situa on] inhibits [dopamine] release in the NAc to below basal levels . . .” This reduc on in
dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens is signiﬁcant because “high levels of NAc
[dopamine] [are] associated with an ac ve coping response and inhibi on of [dopamine] in the
NAc [is] associated with a passive coping response.”38
The passive coping response is essen ally to ‘shut down and lay low,’ to ‘freeze.’ “The appraisal
of the trauma as uncontrollable inhibits [dopamine] transmission in the NAc shi ing the
organism into passive coping to save energy and reduce risk.” So long as the organism takes
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ac ve coping as not possible, “then sustained ac va on of cor cal [dopamine] produc on [in
con nuous arousal response to the stressor] leads to a profound inhibi on of NAc [dopamine]
release resul ng in behavioural impairments and abnormali es in mechanisms of mo va on,
including withdrawal and apathy.”39
Again, how do hiking in the snow and talking philosophy combat this pathology of “a normal,
passive coping response”?40 “Physical ac vity is known to increase [dopamine] produc on in
rats, monkeys and humans . . .” It seems that the human brain – ‘the gland of glands’ – takes
this boost of dopamine as a signal that ac ve coping has resumed; takes ‘doing something, no
ma er how trivial’ as for-something, as having a point, a goal, a purpose. “This [dopamine]
increase contributes to the modula on of both the NAc, increasing mo va on and
goal-directed behavior, and the PFC, increasing cogni ve func oning leading to an appraisal of
the situa on as being at least par ally controllable. This, in turn, leads to a further increase in
[dopamine] produc on in the NAc.”41
The talk-component sustains and bolsters this inchoate appraisal of orienta on to a goal:
“anything involving the future implies a func oning PFC and execu ve func on is necessary to
adapt to a new environment, develop coping skills, plan for the future (hope) and establish
goal-directed behavior.”42 Simply discussing ‘philosophical founda ons’ with Gebsa el as they
trudged along apparently resulted in Heidegger’s “dis nct feeling” that he was “again entering
into thinking” and that there would be a future for him a er all: “will go to work with new
power and new experiences.” We may imagine a changeover from ‘Assuming I don’t give up
and die tonight I would like to resume this discussion tomorrow’ to ‘I would like to resume this
discussion tomorrow.’ The former is a condi onal desire, the la er what Williams calls a
‘categorical desire’ (a sign of health):
“Most people have many categorical desires, which do not depend on the
assump on of the person’s [con nued] existence, since they serve to prevent
that assump on’s being ques oned, or to answer the ques on if it is raised.
Thus one’s pa erns of interests, desires and projects not only provide the reason
for an interest in what happens within the horizon of one’s future, but also
cons tute the condi ons of there being such a future at all.”43
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The objec ve of Gebsa el’s therapy was to recons tute the condi ons of the pa ent’s future.
His method of treatment was to kick-start a cold Aussein auf etwas – ‘to be out for something’ –
and thence to stoke the warming categorical desires of the care-structure.44
It worked. “It is under Gebsa el’s care,” Mitchell writes, “that Heidegger recovers from his
breakdown and begins a new phase of his career. Heidegger’s ‘later work’ stems from this
recovery.” Mitchell contends “not that Heidegger’s nervous collapse provoked a revolu on in
his thinking, but that the breakdown gave him a chance to put the theory into prac ce, so to
speak.”45 Mitchell accordingly traces the modula on in the theme of health and healing in
Heidegger’s thought from before the war, then in the 1945 dialogue “Evening Conversa on,”
and on to the theme’s appearance in his public remarks in 1958 and 1962. Glossing the
dialogue Mitchell writes, “Healing is not a restora on to a lost integrity, but an acceptance that
healing never comes, or is only ever coming, is an inﬁnite task at the heart of ﬁnitude (to call it
asympto c is to privilege comple on too much).”46
Looking beyond its avatar of ‘healing’ we recognize the phenomenon of the future itself, “an
inﬁnite task at the heart of ﬁnitude.” A principal avatar of the future in Heidegger’s thinking
both early and late is ‘the call.’ In 1951 the ban on his teaching is li ed and Heidegger delivers
the lecture course Was heißt Denken? There he says “When we follow the calling [dem Geheiß
folgen], we do not free ourselves of what is being asked. The ques on [»Was heißt Denken?«]
cannot be se led, now or ever. . . . Thinking is itself a way. We respond [entsprechen] to the
way only by remaining underway. . . To answer the ques on. . . is itself always to keep asking, so
as to remain underway [ist selbst immer nur das Fragen als ein Unterwegsbleiben].”47
The call—Ruf, Anspruch, Geheiß—is (the conjectural ‘is’) a speciﬁcally human transduc on of
signal traﬃc within a robustly func oning dopaminergic system:
“A system was needed to prod an animal to search for all its key resources before
they ran out [i.e., an Aussein auf etwas]. . . Our urbilaterian ancestors (worms)
44
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Mar n Heidegger, What is Called Thinking? (tr. J. Glenn Gray and Fred D. Wieck 1968) Part II, Lecture 5, Summary
and Transi on pp. 168-169.
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solved this challenge with a reward circuit. [Further down the evolu onary line]
Hypothalamic neurons, monitoring an animal’s internal state, plus external
opportuni es and dangers, ini ate a search well before internal stores are
depleted. Any behavior that delivers something be er than predicted elicits a
pulse of dopamine that makes the animal ‘feel good,’ that is, sa sﬁed. . . . Liver
and muscles store glycogen, and adipocytes store fat. Bone stores calcium, and
the spleen stores red blood cells—all resources to call up as needed. But the
pulses of sa sfac on that move us from one ac vity to the next and sustain
mood cannot be stored. To serve diverse behaviors and learning, the pulse of
dopamine that delivers a pulse of sa sfac on must necessarily be brief.
Consequently, dopamine is promptly removed from the synap c spaces by
transporter proteins so as to prepare neurons to sense the next reward. No
ma er how wonderful a meal or sexual encounter, the glow soon fades—by
design.”48
‘By design’ human existence is ein Unterwegsbleiben, a staying-on-the-go; ‘allostasis’ in
Sterling’s term. Un l in due course it ends. In the mean me ﬂoreat hedonia.
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48

What is Health? 169, 171.
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